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1 OBJECTIVE  

This document aims to describe all functionalities related to the 

EyeQClient software which was considered during the FLC Project. Section 2 

describes the COTS software, its purposes and how it was used during the road 

trips to capture the Mobileye data. Section 3 is divided into three sections, Data 

Conversion, TSR Evaluation, and Lane Detection/Classification Evaluation. The 

first one describes a method that was applied to convert the recorded data 

(without lane and feature identification) to a readable non-proprietary format. The 

second one addresses the discussion about the Mobileye TSR (Traffic Sign 

Recognition) module, how it was evaluated and the results presented. The third 

one addresses the evaluation structure that was mounted to establish accuracy 

parameters for the Mobileye software regarding lane detection and classification 

in various scenarios, and the results achieved. Finally, section 0 presents the 

conclusions about the COTS software.  

  



 

 

 

 

2 INTRODUCTION 

The Mobileye EyeQClient is a software interface designed to control high-

level abilities of the EPM (EyeQ Processing Module), such as on-line view, data 

logging, recorded data review, etc. It was used to record Mobileye’s output of all 

road tests done, for further analysis, as described in [1]. There was only the need 

to explore the software playback feature. Its main screen is mainly composed of 

a video display, where the EyeQ detections are displayed, and a navigator bar, 

as described in Figure 1. For further info about the drawings and main functions, 

please refer to the EyeQClient manual [2]. 

 
Figure 1: EyeQClient playback window. 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

3 METHODOLOGY  

This section presents all extracted information regarding the use of 

EyeQClient software, and the performance of the EyeQ regarding the TSR 

(Traffic Sign Recognition) module and lane detection, based on the data achieved 

during the FLC Project.  

3.1 DATA CONVERSION 

This section will describe a strategy to transform log files from emp2 

Mobileye’s file into a readable non-proprietary format, allowing the manipulation 

of this data by any software. This conversion process only addresses the 

background (without marks) image.  

3.1.1 EMP2 Files 

According to EyeQClient manual [2], the .emp files (EyeQ Media Player) 

are intended for record EyeQ output data stream and used basically for playback 

and offline. The EyeQClient online recording (which was performed during the 

road trips, refer to the PTR 06 for further info [3]) generates .emp2 files, that are 

stored on a NAS (Network Storage Server), and used to playback posteriorly the 

travel data, containing the software output (lane detection, objects detection, etc.) 

as well. It has a size around 1.5 GB for every file, which contains 1001 frames. 

This file format cannot be opened/played by other software except for 

EyeQClient. 

To analyze the file content, it was necessary to use an extraction tool 

(FSExtract), provided by EyeQClient itself, which will be described in the next 

section. 

3.1.2 FSExtract 

FSExtract is a clip tool provided by EyeQClient, which has the function to 

extract the content of the .emp file. It is located in the “tools” directory, inside the 

EyeQClient installation directory. This tool is accessible by command line. The 

command line used is as follows: 



 

 

 

 

 “FSExtract.exe <path and .emp2 file> -f”. 

Where the <path and .emp2 file> represents the full path to the .emp2 

file, which will be extracted, and the “-f” argument makes the extraction of the clip 

to separated frames. The FSExtract extraction generates a directory with the 

.emp2 filename plus “sepExtract.” Inside of it, there is a directory per frame 

extracted, and a root directory containing general info, as depicted in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2: EMP2 extracted directories. 

Inside the <frame>/dev/cam directory of each frame, there are four .pgm 

files: 

 AdaptiveShortExp.pgm; 

 ExcessiveExp.pgm; 

 GeneralExp.pgm; 

 SecondaryExp.pgm. 

PGM (Portable Gray Map) is a grayscale file format. It contains a 

commentary section, that keeps the image details data and meta-data as well, 

and also a grayscale matrix data, representing the image itself. The main 



 

 

 

 

difference between these four files is the gray intensity definition method, which 

impacts on the brightness of the output, as described in Figure 3. 

 
Figure 3: PGM images. a) AdaptiveShortExp.pgm. b) ExcessiveExp.pgm. c) 

GeneralExp.pgm. d) SecondaryExp.pgm. 

 

3.1.3 Video Generation 

After the .pgm extraction, it was used the FFmpeg framework [4] to group 

all the images into a video sequence. FFmpeg is a widely used multimedia 

framework that can join these image sequences into a single video file.  

To use this library, it is necessary to move all .pgm images to the same 

folder and rename them to following names. It was developed a java application 

(EyeQClientConverter) that move all the GeneralExp.pgm files to the extracted 

root folder and rename them as expected. After the files have been moved, it is 

executed the following command, on FFmpeg:  



 

 

 

 

 “ffmpeg.exe –r 10 –f image2 –s 640x480 -i 

<path_to_extracted_dir>\%d.pgm -crf 15 

<path_to_extracted_dir>\output.mp4”. 

Where: 

 -r: frame rate (was defined based on the average frame rate of the 

previous videos); 

 -f image2: mux/demux responsible for the image to video 

conversion; 

 -s: output video resolution; 

 -i: path to where the .pgm files where moved, and a pattern to get 

all the sequential named files; 

 -crf: output quality (between 15 to 25, being 15 the best quality); 

 Last argument: output video filename. 

The original video output is displayed vertically reversed, so it is 

necessary to rotate it in order to achieve the same output visualized in 

EyeQClient. To do this, it was used a FFmpeg functionality, called vflip:  

 “ffmpeg.exe -i <path_to_extracted_dir>\output.mp4 -vf 

"vflip,format=yuv420p" -metadata:s:v rotate=0 -codec:v libx264 -

codec:a copy <path_to_extracted_dir>\final_output.mp4”. 

Where: 

 -i: input file; 

 -vf: filtergraph, containing the rotation function (vflip or hflip) and 

pixel format; 

 Last argument: output video filename. 

Applying the steps described in this section, it is possible to generate an 

equivalent EyeQClient video, without the lane identifications, which are encoded 

in raw files, detailed in the next section.  

3.1.4 Raw File Analysis 

The identification marks (lanes, vehicle boxes, etc.) are drawn each 

frame by the EyeQClient DVR module (DVR.dll – Draw Vision Results). So it is 

not possible a direct video conversion. This DLL is also responsible for the 



 

 

 

 

creation of the DVR window in the EyeQClient, and, based on the info stored on 

the .raw files (/extract/proc/brain) it draws each element on the screen. 

The .raw files keeps the data used to drawn the detected elements on 

the EyeQClient playback window. They are subdivided as follows (generated by 

each frame):  

 agc.raw; 

 autoFix.raw; 

 fcw.raw; 

 obstaclesApproved.raw; 

 pedsCol.raw; 

 road.raw; 

 VclCol.raw. 

They are encrypted files, however positional, which mean that every 

position of the file content has a meaning. There is a Mobileye tool that works as 

a data dictionary and describes the meaning of every position in the .raw files. To 

verify it, open the file brain_types.gdump.gz (located in the same folder of the 

.raw files) with the TypesViewer.exe (located inside the “tools” folder, in the 

EyeQClient installation folder), as detailed in Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4: GDUMP Types Viewer interface. 

To discover the typeName (used to search in the brain types file), open 

the brain_catalog.inf file (located in the same folder of the .raw files, however in 



 

 

 

 

the “zero” frame folder). It has a description of the types of each .raw files. The 

file content is described in Figure 5. 

 
Figure 5: brain_catalog.inf content. 

3.1.5 EyeQClient Plugins 

The EyeQClient software has a feature that allows adding a variety of 

plugins to the software which may help to analyze the recorded data in different 

ways. To add non-default plugins to EyeQClient, execute it with administrator 

privileges. Go to the menu “Edit >> General Settings,” as described in Figure 6. 



 

 

 

 

 
Figure 6: General settings window. 

In the new window, go to the field “loadPlugins.” Click on the Edit Items 

button (right side of the loadPlugins field). In the new window, add the path to the 

selected plugin, as depicted in Figure 7. 

 
Figure 7: Item list window. 



 

 

 

 

 

After adding the plugin path, restart the software (using the “Restart 

EyeQClient” button), to initialize it as administrator again. After this, the plugin will 

be active in the EyeQClient, as described in Figure 8, where the VectorControl 

plugin is displayed active.  

 
Figure 8: EyeQClient with VectorControl plugin active. 

3.1.6 Conclusions 

The efforts of analyzing the EyeQClient raw file structures, and details 

like the plugin addition, are reported in this document. This approach may serve 

as a basis for a more detailed analysis of the software functionalities and how to 

better use the data generated by the EyeQClient. 

 

3.2 TSR EVALUATION 

This section will describe the evaluation process and the results 

presented by the Mobileye TSR (Traffic Sign Recognition) module, mainly about 

the speed sign detection, highlighting errors encountered during pre-selected 



 

 

 

 

road trip segments. First, the TSR module will be described, highlighting its 

features and elements. After that, it will be presented an error classification 

proposed, that evaluates the TSR module. This evaluation was made   

3.2.1 EyeQClient Traffic Sign Recognition 

The TSR module attempts to classify suspected signs found during the 

road trips. As detailed in [2], in the section “Traffic Signs Recognition,” it has the 

following structure, which is shown in Figure 9.  

 
Figure 9: TSR image example. 

Below it will be described each element of the TSR module: 

Suspected Sign (Sign position identification): The suspected signs 

are marked in pink rectangles, one when it passes through the classifier once, 

and two when it passes twice. 

Decisions (TSR): Represents the read sign values identified by the 

EyeQClient, after the filtering process. They are shown in the TSR row separated 

by a comma. 

 First value: Identified sign, being one of the following: 

o Number (80, 60, etc.); 

o NO_ENTRANCE; 



 

 

 

 

o END; 

o NO_PASS; 

o END_NO_PASS; 

o MOTORWAY; 

o END_MOTORWAY; 

o EXPRESSWAY; 

o END_EXPRESSWAY; 

o RESIDENTIAL_AREA; 

o END_RESIDENTIAL_AREA; 

o CITY_ENTRANCE; 

o CITY_ENTRANCE_COMBINED. 

 Second value: Suppression reason (optional), being one of the 

following: 

o Rain (RAIN_CLOUD); 

o Snow; 

o Time; 

o Arrow; 

o Trailer; 

o Truck (ON_TRUCK); 

o Distance; 

o Weight. 

Filters (TSR Filtered): Displays the filtered out signs, with the filtering 

reason. Possible values: 

 IRRELEVANT; 

 EMBEDDED; 

 ON_TRUCK. 

ISHW: Identifies if it is a highway (0/1 – No/Yes). Not displayed in the 

EyeQClient configuration used during the road trips. 

Continuous: Displays the active signs that passed all filters and 

classifications. 

 CONT: 100: Represents the current speed limit; 

 CONT: NOPASS – DISTANCE: Represents the active, relevant 

signs. 



 

 

 

 

3.2.2 Errors Classification 

To accurately analyze the system performance the first step is to define 

classifications to distinguish its behavior. To do this, the following errors were 

defined: 

 False positive (EyeQClient has identified the speed sign); 

 False positive (no speed sign); 

 Speed sign position identification (two squares) however no data 

retrieved; 

 Speed sign position partial identification (one square) and no data 

retrieved; 

 Wrong sign type identification; 

 Speed sign not identified. 

In the next section, it will be described each of the errors classifications 

applied to the evaluated scenarios. For each error, a list of example scenarios 

selected from the evaluated scope will be presented for discussion. 

3.2.2.1 Error 1 - False positive (speed sign identification) 

This classification presents the correct behavior of the TSR module, 

where the speed sign has its position identified, and the speed data retrieved. 

Figure 10 displays the identification marks and the TSR identification (60 km/h). 

 
Figure 10: Speed sign detected and retrieved. 



 

 

 

 

3.2.2.2 Error 2 - False positive (no speed sign) 

This classification, as the previous one, indicates a failure in the tag 

classification process, where the tag “Speed sign not detected” was pressed 

wrongly, because there is no speed sign to identify. 

3.2.2.3 Error 3 - Speed sign position full identification (two squares) - no 
data retrieved 

The position of the speed sign was identified, as displayed in Figure 10. 

However, no data was retrieved by the TSR module. Frame 1 lists the samples 

used to analyze this error scenario. 

 

ID File Path Initial 
Frame 

Final 
Frame 

20138354 \\172.25.9.1\fca-
share\160518_MontesClaros_FeiraDeSantana\16-05-
18_160518_MontesClaros_FeiraDeSantana_0140\16-05-
18_160518_MontesClaros_FeiraDeSantana_0140.emp2 

134 147 

20036181 \\172.25.9.1\fca-share\160221_Fpolis_PGrossa\16-02-
21_160221_Fpolis_PGrossa_0147\16-02-
21_160221_Fpolis_PGrossa_0147.emp2 

658 673 

20036042 \\172.25.9.1\fca-share\160221_Fpolis_PGrossa\16-02-
21_160221_Fpolis_PGrossa_0139\16-02-
21_160221_Fpolis_PGrossa_0139.emp2 

425 443 

20035891 \\172.25.9.1\fca-share\160221_Fpolis_PGrossa\16-02-
21_160221_Fpolis_PGrossa_0134\16-02-
21_160221_Fpolis_PGrossa_0134.emp2 

725 733 

Frame 1: Evaluated samples. 

Next, it will be presented a discussion about the TSR behavior in each of 

the evaluated samples. 

20138354: This scenario presents a speed sign recognition error, where 

the sign was detected (two squares). However, it stayed in this detection state for 

few frames (9), not being accepted by the TSR module.  

Figure 11 shows the initial and final frame of the TSR unsuccessful 

attempt to classify the speed sign. 



 

 

 

 

 
Figure 11: Sample 20138354 / frame 137 to 146 - Speed sign detected and ignored by 

TSR. 

20036181: This scenario presents an error in recognition of the speed 

sign of the truck ahead. The normal workflow of the system consists of identifying 

the sign and applying the filter “ON_TRUCK,” which has not happened.  

Figure 12 shows the initial and final frame of the TSR attempt to classify 

the speed sign. 

 
Figure 12: Sample 20036181 / frame 661 to 672 - Speed sign detected and ignored (not 

filtered as ON_TRUCK). 

20036042: This scenario presents an error in recognition of the speed 

sign in the toll entrance. The sign is presented on the left side of Figure 13. 

However, it is detected in the far field of view, thus leading to no recognition from 

the TSR module. 



 

 

 

 

 
Figure 13: Sample 20036042 / frame 427 to 441 - Speed sign detected and ignored. 

20035891: In this case, the speed sign is attached to a speed radar, 

positioned on the left side of the road. The vehicle is traveling in the right lane, 

and it detected the speed sign fully only during three frames, resulting in failing 

to read the speed sign data. Figure 14 illustrates the error scenario. 

 
Figure 14: Sample 20035891 / frame 729 to 731 - Speed sign detected and ignored. 

3.2.2.4 Error 4 - Speed sign position partial identification (one square) - no 
data retrieved 

The position of the speed sign was partially identified, leading to no data 

retrieval by the TSR module. Frame 2 lists the samples used to analyze this error 

scenario. 

ID File Path Initial 
Frame 

Final 
Frame 

20135907 
 

\\172.25.9.1\fca-
share\160518_MontesClaros_FeiraDeSantana\16-05-
18_160518_MontesClaros_FeiraDeSantana_0022\16-05-
18_160518_MontesClaros_FeiraDeSantana_0022.emp2 

925 
 

946 
 



 

 

 

 

\\172.25.9.1\fca-
share\160518_MontesClaros_FeiraDeSantana\16-05-
18_160518_MontesClaros_FeiraDeSantana_0023\16-05-
18_160518_MontesClaros_FeiraDeSantana_0023.emp2 

1 
 

15 
 

20036616 
 

\\172.25.9.1\fca-share\160221_Fpolis_PGrossa\16-02-
21_160221_Fpolis_PGrossa_0173\16-02-
21_160221_Fpolis_PGrossa_0173.emp2 

154 
 

176 
 

20035852 
 

\\172.25.9.1\fca-share\160221_Fpolis_PGrossa\16-02-
21_160221_Fpolis_PGrossa_0132\16-02-
21_160221_Fpolis_PGrossa_0132.emp2 

646 
 

660 
 

20025940 
 

\\172.25.9.1\fca-share\160221_Fpolis_PGrossa\16-02-
21_160221_Fpolis_PGrossa_0107\16-02-
21_160221_Fpolis_PGrossa_0107.emp2 

625 
 

640 
 

20034642 
 

\\172.25.9.1\fca-share\160221_Fpolis_PGrossa\16-02-
21_160221_Fpolis_PGrossa_0092\16-02-
21_160221_Fpolis_PGrossa_0092.emp2 

752 
 

771 
 

Frame 2: Evaluated samples. 

20135907: The speed sign is positioned on the right side of the road, 

covered by vegetation. The sun hits the road, causing a reflection. This scenario 

generates low contrast between the speed sign and the background covering it, 

leading to partial detection.  

Figure 15 illustrates the error scenario. 

 
Figure 15: Sample 20135907 / frame 926 to 11 (another video) - Speed sign partially 

detected and ignored. 

20036616: The speed sign is positioned on a radar, with a black 

background. The numbers are not quite visible because the speed sign presents 

a vertical stripe. Figure 16 shows the initial and final frame of the TSR attempt to 

identify the speed sign. 



 

 

 

 

 
Figure 16: Sample 20036616 / frame 173 to 176 - Speed sign partially detected and 

ignored. 

20035852: The speed sign is positioned on the right side of the road. The 

car is traveling in the middle lane. The background of the speed sign had contours 

that may have influenced the complete identification. Figure 17 shows the initial 

and final frame of the TSR attempt to identify the speed sign. 

 
Figure 17: Sample 20035852 / frame 650 to 656 - Speed sign partially detected and 

ignored. 

20025940: The speed sign is presented in the superior section of the 

screen, before a toll. Figure 18 shows the initial and final frame of the TSR attempt 

to identify the speed sign. 



 

 

 

 

 
Figure 18: Sample 20025940 / frame 626 to 634 - Speed sign partially detected and 

ignored. 

20034642: The speed sign is positioned on the left side of the road. The 

background is dark because of the vegetation. The vehicle is traveling in the left 

lane. Figure 19 shows the initial and final frame of the TSR attempt to identify the 

speed sign. 

 
Figure 19: Sample 20034642 / frame 756 to 758 - Speed sign partially detected and 

ignored. 

3.2.2.5 Error 5 - Wrong sign type identification 

The sign type was identified wrongly, as displayed in Figure 20. In this 

case, the maximum width sign was read as a no pass sign by the TSR module. 



 

 

 

 

 
Figure 20: Sign type detected wrongly. 

Frame 3 lists the samples used to analyze this error scenario. 

ID File Path Initial 
Frame 

Final 
Frame 

20033850 \\172.25.9.1\fca-share\160221_Fpolis_PGrossa\16-02-
21_160221_Fpolis_PGrossa_0061\16-02-
21_160221_Fpolis_PGrossa_0061.emp2 

532 549 
 

\\172.25.9.1\fca-share\160221_Fpolis_PGrossa\16-02-
21_160221_Fpolis_PGrossa_0061\16-02-
21_160221_Fpolis_PGrossa_0061.emp2 
 

549 561 
 

20036181 
 

\\172.25.9.1\fca-share\160221_Fpolis_PGrossa\16-02-
21_160221_Fpolis_PGrossa_0149\16-02-
21_160221_Fpolis_PGrossa_0149.emp2 
 

185 203 
 

20036108 
 

\\172.25.9.1\fca-share\160221_Fpolis_PGrossa\16-02-
21_160221_Fpolis_PGrossa_0142\16-02-
21_160221_Fpolis_PGrossa_0142.emp2 
 

887 928 
 

20036074 
 

\\172.25.9.1\fca-share\160221_Fpolis_PGrossa\16-02-
21_160221_Fpolis_PGrossa_0141\16-02-
21_160221_Fpolis_PGrossa_0141.emp2 
 

819 848 
 

20035536 
 

\\172.25.9.1\fca-share\160221_Fpolis_PGrossa\16-02-
21_160221_Fpolis_PGrossa_0117\16-02-
21_160221_Fpolis_PGrossa_0117.emp2 
 

74 90 

\\172.25.9.1\fca-share\160221_Fpolis_PGrossa\16-02-
21_160221_Fpolis_PGrossa_0117\16-02-
21_160221_Fpolis_PGrossa_0117.emp2 
 

222 261 

20035548 
 

\\172.25.9.1\fca-share\160221_Fpolis_PGrossa\16-02-
21_160221_Fpolis_PGrossa_0117\16-02-
21_160221_Fpolis_PGrossa_0117.emp2 
 

407 421 



 

 

 

 

20035438 \\172.25.9.1\fca-share\160221_Fpolis_PGrossa\16-02-
21_160221_Fpolis_PGrossa_0113\16-02-
21_160221_Fpolis_PGrossa_0113.emp2 
 

186 208 

\\172.25.9.1\fca-share\160221_Fpolis_PGrossa\16-02-
21_160221_Fpolis_PGrossa_0112\16-02-
21_160221_Fpolis_PGrossa_0112.emp2 
 

700 744 

20035426 
 

\\172.25.9.1\fca-share\160221_Fpolis_PGrossa\16-02-
21_160221_Fpolis_PGrossa_0111\16-02-
21_160221_Fpolis_PGrossa_0111.emp2 
 

461 480 

20035400 
 

\\172.25.9.1\fca-share\160221_Fpolis_PGrossa\16-02-
21_160221_Fpolis_PGrossa_0110\16-02-
21_160221_Fpolis_PGrossa_0110.emp2 
 

724 744 

20035365 
 

\\172.25.9.1\fca-share\160221_Fpolis_PGrossa\16-02-
21_160221_Fpolis_PGrossa_0105\16-02-
21_160221_Fpolis_PGrossa_0105.emp2 
 

845 868 

20035333 
 

\\172.25.9.1\fca-share\160221_Fpolis_PGrossa\16-02-
21_160221_Fpolis_PGrossa_0104\16-02-
21_160221_Fpolis_PGrossa_0104.emp2 
 

546 568 

20035240 
 

\\172.25.9.1\fca-share\160221_Fpolis_PGrossa\16-02-
21_160221_Fpolis_PGrossa_0100\16-02-
21_160221_Fpolis_PGrossa_0100.emp2 

676 705 

20035112 \\172.25.9.1\fca-share\160221_Fpolis_PGrossa\16-02-
21_160221_Fpolis_PGrossa_0098\16-02-
21_160221_Fpolis_PGrossa_0098.emp2 

731 749 

20034824 
 

\\172.25.9.1\fca-share\160221_Fpolis_PGrossa\16-02-
21_160221_Fpolis_PGrossa_0095\16-02-
21_160221_Fpolis_PGrossa_0095.emp2 
 

696 749 

20034778 \\172.25.9.1\fca-share\160221_Fpolis_PGrossa\16-02-
21_160221_Fpolis_PGrossa_0094\16-02-
21_160221_Fpolis_PGrossa_0094.emp2 
 

877 910 
 

20034650 
 

\\172.25.9.1\fca-share\160221_Fpolis_PGrossa\16-02-
21_160221_Fpolis_PGrossa_0092\16-02-
21_160221_Fpolis_PGrossa_0092.emp2 
 

901 911 

20034467 
 

\\172.25.9.1\fca-share\160221_Fpolis_PGrossa\16-02-
21_160221_Fpolis_PGrossa_0088\16-02-
21_160221_Fpolis_PGrossa_0088.emp2 
 

782 792 

20034439 
 

\\172.25.9.1\fca-share\160221_Fpolis_PGrossa\16-02-
21_160221_Fpolis_PGrossa_0087\16-02-
21_160221_Fpolis_PGrossa_0087.emp2 
 

911 929 



 

 

 

 

20034340 
 

\\172.25.9.1\fca-share\160221_Fpolis_PGrossa\16-02-
21_160221_Fpolis_PGrossa_0083\16-02-
21_160221_Fpolis_PGrossa_0083.emp2 
 

857 878 

20034324 
 

\\172.25.9.1\fca-share\160221_Fpolis_PGrossa\16-02-
21_160221_Fpolis_PGrossa_0080\16-02-
21_160221_Fpolis_PGrossa_0080.emp2 
 

964 998 

Frame 3: Evaluated samples. 

20033850: The TSR module wrongly classified both speed signs (60 

km/h). The first one was classified as irrelevant, and the second one as 

ON_TRUCK.  

Figure 21 and  

Figure 22 illustrates the error scenario. 

 
Figure 21: Sample 20033850 / frame 536 to 547 - Sign type detected wrongly. 

 
Figure 22: Sample 20033850 / frame 549 to 560 - Sign type detected wrongly. 

20036181: The maximum width sign was defined as a NO_PASS sign. 

Figure 23 illustrates the error scenario. 



 

 

 

 

 
Figure 23: Sample 20036181 / frame 191 to 201 - Sign type detected wrongly. 

20036108: The number sign (which is used to alert the driver about the 

proximity of a dangerous curve) was identified (double squares) by the TSR 

module. However, the data was not read by the system. Figure 24 displays the 

erroneous attempt to identify the warning sign. 

 
Figure 24: Sample 20036108 / frame 890 to 915 - Sign type detected wrongly. 

20036074: The number sign (which is used to alert the driver about the 

proximity of a dangerous curve) was identified (double squares) by the TSR 

module. However, the data was not read by the system. Figure 25 displays the 

erroneous attempt to identify the warning sign. 



 

 

 

 

 
Figure 25: Sample 20036074 / frame 822 to 844 - Sign type detected wrongly. 

20035536: The speed sign, positioned on the right side of the road, was 

defined as irrelevant by the TSR module. This probably happened because of the 

distance between the lane where the vehicle is traveling and the position of the 

speed sign.  

Figure 26 and Figure 27 illustrates the error scenario. 

 
Figure 26: Sample 20035536 / frame 75 to 89 - Sign type detected wrongly. 

 
Figure 27: Sample 20035536 / frame 224 to 258 - Sign type detected wrongly. 



 

 

 

 

20035548: The speed sign was wrongly defined as 

IRRELEVANT_RAIN_CLOUD, probably because of the inscriptions on the sign. 

Figure 28 illustrates the error scenario. 

 
Figure 28: Sample 2003548 / frame 412 to 420 - Sign type detected wrongly. 

20035438: This kind of sign defines speed limit to utility vehicles and 

trucks. However the TSR module read the information of the truck speed as a 

RAIN_CLOUD limit speed. Figure 29 and Figure 30 illustrates the error scenario. 

 
Figure 29: Sample 20035438 / frame 191 to 208 - Sign type detected wrongly. 

 
Figure 30: Sample 20035438 / frame 734 to 742 - Sign type detected wrongly. 



 

 

 

 

20035426: This kind of sign defines speed limit to utility vehicles and 

trucks. However the TSR module read the information of the truck speed as a 

RAIN_CLOUD limit speed. Figure 31 illustrates the error scenario. 

 
Figure 31: Sample 20035426 / frame 470 to 480 - Sign type detected wrongly. 

20035400: This kind of sign defines speed limit to utility vehicles and 

trucks. However the TSR module read the information of the truck speed as the 

correct limit speed for utility vehicles, ignoring the correct sign. Figure 32 

illustrates the error scenario. 

 
Figure 32: Sample 20035400 / frame 734 to 742 - Sign type detected wrongly. 

20035365: This kind of sign defines speed limit to utility vehicles and 

trucks. However the TSR module read the information of the truck speed as a 

RAIN_CLOUD limit speed. Figure 33 illustrates the error scenario. 



 

 

 

 

 
Figure 33: Sample 20035365 / frame 854 to 867 - Sign type detected wrongly. 

20035333: This kind of sign defines speed limit to utility vehicles and 

trucks. However the TSR module read the information of the truck speed as a 

RAIN_CLOUD limit speed. Figure 34 illustrates the error scenario. 

 
Figure 34: Sample 20035333 / frame 558 to 568 - Sign type detected wrongly. 

20035240: The information on the speed sign (truck) was read wrongly 

(ON_TRUCK 60 instead of ON_TRUCK 80). Figure 35 illustrates the error 

scenario. 

 
Figure 35: Sample 20035240 / frame 648 to 685 - Sign type detected wrongly. 



 

 

 

 

20035112: The number sign (which is used to alert the driver about the 

proximity of a dangerous curve) was identified (double squares) by the TSR 

module. However, the data was not read by the system. Figure 36 displays the 

erroneous attempt to identify the warning sign. 

 
Figure 36: Sample 20035112 / frame 739 to 749 - Sign type detected wrongly. 

20034824: The “Trucks to right” sign was read as a NO_PASS sign. 

Figure 37 illustrates the error scenario. 

 

 
Figure 37: Sample 20035112 / frame 739 to 749 - Sign type detected wrongly. 

20034778: The “Trucks to right” sign was read as a NO_PASS sign. 

Figure 38 illustrates the error scenario. 



 

 

 

 

 
Figure 38: Sample 20034778 / frame 895 to 902 - Sign type detected wrongly. 

20034650: The speed sign was classified as ON_TRUCK, probably 

because of the low exposure to the TSR module (only three frames).  Figure 39 

illustrates the error scenario. 

 
Figure 39: Sample 20034650 / frame 906 to 908 - Sign type detected wrongly. 

20034467: The number sign (which is used to alert the driver about the 

proximity of a dangerous curve) was identified (double squares) by the TSR 

module. However, the data was not read by the system. Figure 40 displays the 

erroneous attempt to identify the warning sign. 

 



 

 

 

 

 
Figure 40: Sample 20034467 / frame 788 to 792 - Sign type detected wrongly. 

20034439: This kind of sign defines speed limit for utility vehicles and 

trucks. However, the TSR module read the information of the truck speed as a 

RAIN_CLOUD limit speed. Figure 41 illustrates the error scenario. 

 
Figure 41: Sample 20034439 / frame 920 to 925 - Sign type detected wrongly. 

20034340: This kind of sign defines speed limit for utility vehicles and 

trucks. However, the TSR module read the information of the truck speed as 

speed sign and the correct utility vehicle speed sign as a second one. The correct 

behavior would be to define the truck speed sign as irrelevant. Figure 42 

illustrates the error scenario. 



 

 

 

 

 
Figure 42: Sample 20034340 / frame 872 to 877 - Sign type detected wrongly. 

20034324: The speed sign positioned on the right side of the lane was 

wrongly defined as irrelevant. Figure 43 illustrates the error scenario. 

 
Figure 43: Sample 20034324 / frame 976 to 993 - Sign type detected wrongly. 

3.2.2.6 Error 6 - Speed sign not identified 

No sign was detected although there were some. Figure 44 displays a 

scenario where this kind of error has occurred, highlighting in red the sign 

position. 



 

 

 

 

 
Figure 44: Speed sign not detected. 

Frame 4 lists the samples used to analyze this error scenario. 

ID File Path Initial 
Frame 

Final 
Frame 

20041433 
 

\\172.25.9.1\fca-share\160224_SaoMateusDoSul_PG\16-
02-24_160224_SaoMateusDoSul_PG_0074\16-02-
24_160224_SaoMateusDoSul_PG_0074.emp2 

417 
 

436 
 

20041385 
 

\\172.25.9.1\fca-share\160224_SaoMateusDoSul_PG\16-

02-24_160224_SaoMateusDoSul_PG_0072\16-02-

24_160224_SaoMateusDoSul_PG_0072.emp2 

772 
 

794 
 

20036136 
 

\\172.25.9.1\fca-share\160221_Fpolis_PGrossa\16-02-
21_160221_Fpolis_PGrossa_0143\16-02-
21_160221_Fpolis_PGrossa_0143.emp2 

833 
 

850 
 

Frame 4: Evaluated samples. 

20041433: The TSR module did not identify the speed sign in the radar, 

in the right side of the road. Figure 45 indicates the scenario of non-performance 

of the system. 



 

 

 

 

 
Figure 45: Sample 20041433 / frame 430 to 435 – Speed sign ignored. 

20041385: The TSR module did not identify the right speed sign (radar). 

Only the left one was identified. Figure 46 indicates the scenario of non-

performance of the system. 

 
Figure 46: Sample 20041385 / frame 788 to 795 – Right speed sign ignored. 

20036136: The speed sign (utility vehicles and truck speed limit) was not 

identified, probably because of the occlusion caused by the truck in the right lane. 

Figure 47 indicates the scenario of non-performance of the system. 

 
Figure 47: Sample 20036136 / frame 836 to 851 – Far speed sign ignored. 



 

 

 

 

In the next section, it will be presented statistics about the TSR error 

distribution along the geographical regions of Brazil. 

3.2.3 Discussions and Results 

Below it will be presented the overall incidence of the errors presented in 

this report. Each of the evaluated Brazil regions is displayed regarding the six 

errors that occurred in that region, totalizing 229 cases. All the errors marked 

during the road trips were double-checked to identify false positives and classify 

the type of error in one of the six presented in this paper. 

In Figure 48 is presented the error incidence in the south region of Brazil. 

For this region, it was considered 62 cases of error incidence, which were 

appropriately evaluated to provide an error classification. 

 
Figure 48: Error incidence – South (Sul) Region. 

The majority of the percentage regards the error 1, which means a “false 

positive (speed sign identification).” This happens because the error collection 

was a manual process executed by the co-pilot during the trips, and the co-pilot 

also had to classify other types of errors and road conditions, thus generating 

false positives in this type of classification. Despite the false positives (error 1 and 

2), is remarkable the presence of the error 3, “speed sign position full 

identification (two squares) - no data retrieved,” achieving 11% of incidence, with 

7 cases of error. This type of error shows that the time to react of the COTS 



 

 

 

 

system may be improved, because this type of error occurs when the TSR 

module identifies the speed sign, with confidence (two squares), however the 

speed info is not retrieved, due to the low exposition of the detected sign to the 

TSR system.  

Figure 49 presents the error incidence in the southeast region of Brazil. 

For this region, it was considered 76 cases of error incidence, which were 

appropriately evaluated to provide an error classification. 

 
Figure 49: Error incidence – Southeast (Sudeste) Region. 

In most scenarios, the majority of the percentage is regarding the error 

1, due to the reasons explained before. In this region (southeast), there is a high 

percentage (20%) of the error five incidences, “wrong sign type identification,” 

with 15 cases of error. This type of error shows that the COTS system may be 

improved to recognize the correct pattern of the sign or define a more accurate 

level of feature matching, that would discard the classification if the evaluated 

sign does not achieve absolute value.  

Figure 50 depicts the error incidence in Midwest region of Brazil. For this 

region, it was considered 47 cases of error incidence, which were appropriately 

evaluated to provide an error classification. 



 

 

 

 

 
Figure 50: Error incidence – Midwest (Centro-Oeste) Region. 

Despite the false positives, is remarkable in this region the presence of 

the error 5, with 9 cases of error. This scenario is very similar to the southeast 

region, for the results of all evaluated regions. This evaluation may be used an 

indicator of proximity of sign error occurrence between the two regions, which 

means that a strategy that approaches the TSR module for the southeast region 

may find similarities in Midwest region. 

Figure 51 presents the error incidence in the northeast region of Brazil. 

For this region, it was considered 44 cases of error incidence, which were 

appropriately evaluated to provide an error classification. 

 
Figure 51: Error incidence – Northeast (Nordeste) Region. 



 

 

 

 

This region has two TSR errors that stood out from the rest. The error 5, 

with six occurrences, (described in the previous regions) and error 4, “speed sign 

position partial identification (one square) and no data retrieved,” with four 

occurrences. The error 4 happens due to lack of recognition capability in some 

scenarios, which leads to sign position identification, but not recognition. 

In Figure 52 is shown the total error incidence, considering 229 cases of 

error, which were appropriately evaluated to provide an error classification. 

 
Figure 52: Error incidence – All four regions. 

The analysis of the general scope confirms the high incidence of the false 

positive errors. Although this highlights a problem in the capture process, the 

information achieved about the other errors may be proven valuable to analyze 

the signs condition and TSR actuation in each region.  

 

3.3 LANE DETECTION/CLASSIFICATION EVALUATION 

This section describes the conditions that were taken into consideration 

for the Mobileye’s error classification, regarding lane detection and classification. 

During the road tests, the co-pilot indicated the points were some error situation 

happened. These points were evaluated and classified in a different error 

condition, in a process that was done offline. The definition of the Mobileye errors 

served as the basis for guiding all the algorithms development, as indicated in 



 

 

 

 

PTR-09 [5]. Section 3.3.1 details the criteria used to classify an error as of a 

specific type. Section Erro! Fonte de referência não encontrada. details the 

process to calculate the activation percentage of the system, in other words for 

how long and how far the EyeQ system remained active when the activation 

conditions were fulfilled. Finally, section 3.3.3 presents the discussions regarding 

the lane detection/classification evaluation process. 

3.3.1 Error Classification Criteria 

Frame 5 presents the conditions taken into consideration for each kind of 

error. They were applied based on the behavior of the Mobileye’s EyeQClient 

software in specific scenarios. During the road tests, just the occurrence or not of 

the errors were recorded, and the error type was not detailed because the errors 

occur at a very high frequency. To typify the recorded errors, classification loops 

were developed offline, thus contributing to the improvement of the information 

stored in the database.  

Number Error Description 

1 Weak Lane Error 

Software does not identify the lanes 
or classify it as a different marking 
(Single/Double lane, Botts’ Dots) 
because the band has a weak color 
intensity. 

2 Curb and Guardrail Error 
The software detects the curb or 
guardrail as a lane. 

3.1 
Lane Marking Error - 

Single/Double 

Software does not identify the lanes 
or classify them as a different 
marking than expected 
(Single/Double) when the lanes are 
visible and with good color intensity. 
The software identifies the lane as 
single, when it is double, and vice-
versa. 

3.2 
Lane Marking Error - 

Continuous/Segmented 

Software does not identify the lanes 
or classify them as a different 
marking than expected 
(Single/Double) when the lanes are 
visible and with good color intensity. 
The software identifies the lane as 
continuous, when it is segmented, 
and vice-versa. 

3.3 
Lane Marking Error – Lane 

not marked (NM) 
Software does not identify the lanes 
or classify them as a different 



 

 

 

 

marking than expected 
(Single/Double) when the lanes are 
visible and with good color intensity. 
The software has not identified the 
lane (which was visible and with 
good color intensity). 

3.4 
Lane Marking Error – Botts’ 

Dots 

Software does not identify the lanes 
or classify them as a different 
marking than expected 
(Single/Double) when the lanes are 
visible and with good color intensity. 
Identified botts’ dots in the lane, 
when there wasn’t anyone. 

4 Color Error Identified the lane color wrongly. 

5 Shadow 

Software does not identify the lanes, 
or classify them as a different 
marking than expected 
(Single/Double or 
Continuous/Segmented), due to 
shadow presence. 

6 Reflection 

Software does not identify the lanes, 
or classify them as a different 
marking than expected 
(Single/Double or 
Continuous/Segmented), due to rain 
reflection, or another kind of 
reflection. 

7 Contrast 

Identified the asphalt contrast as 
lane (for example, two kinds of 
asphalt in the same road, that have 
different color intensity), or when 
identifies skid marks as lanes (left by 
tires in braking process, for 
example). 

8 Glare caused by Sun 

Software does not identify the lanes, 
or classify them as a different 
marking than expected 
(Single/Double or 
Continuous/Segmented), due to sun 
glare. 

9 Lane absence Lane absence on the road. 

10 Others Errors not mentioned above. 

FP False positive 
The TAG SW user classified the 
section as an error. However, there 
is no error. 

Frame 5: Error classification criteria. 



 

 

 

 

3.3.2 Activation Evaluation 

This section explores the strategy developed to detect the activation of 

the EyeQ software, based on the CAN signals stored in mf4 Vector CANape files. 

It is advisable the reading of the PTR-05 [6] which contains detailed information 

about the CANape data mining module. 

While the vehicle is turned on, car signals are generated and stored in a 

file with the .mf4 extension, which is a proprietary CANape extension. 

To evaluate the performance of Mobileye’s software, these signals were 

taken into consideration, and five of them defined crucial to the software intervene 

as needed, they are described below: 

 The vehicle must be turned on; 

 Vehicle speed must be higher than 60 km/h; 

 There is no emergency system activated; 

 The camera is not blinded;  

 There are no fault messages from Mobileye system on the bus. 

CANape has a data mining module, which allows the user to find hits, 

sections of the trip that matches the parameters inputted by the user. To generate 

the hits used to evaluate the performance of Mobileye’s software, this project 

followed the model described in section Data Mining, of the PTR-05 [6] document, 

which contains further information about the module. 

It has been established that five conditions must be met for the 

Mobileye’s software intervene in a trip, so it was identified the need to create two 

projects with different conditions: 

 When all of the signals mentioned above were met, and the 

software worked as expected; 

 When all of the signals mentioned above were met. However, the 

software did not work as expected. 

The codes regarding the projects mentioned above can be examined in 

APPENDIX B and APPENDIX B, respectively. 



 

 

 

 

3.3.2.1 Data Mining Process 

Each trip had its own performance evaluation. To obtain this result, all 

.mf4 files were placed in a folder and analyzed all at once. When adding a path 

to a file, the extension must be changed from .mdf to .mf4, then select the option 

“select folder” as Figure 53 shows so that the data mining process can be started. 

 

 
Figure 53 : Data mining process – file filter. 

The analysis will be available on the left bar, and all the hits can be 

examined by expanding the analysis created. When clicking the right mouse 

button on the data mining result, a window like A Figure 54 will appear with an 

option to export the results to a file with .csv extension. 



 

 

 

 

 
Figure 54: Export analysis to CSV format. 

When performing an analysis, the result may show an incomplete search, 

as can be seen in Figure 55. This happens because the maximum number of hits 

that can be stored by default is 1000. 

 
Figure 55: Incomplete search. 

To avoid this error, just change the maximum number of hits that can be 

stored. As Figure 4 shows, on the data mining module, go to options, then you 



 

 

 

 

can change the maximum number of hits that can be stored in when analyzing 

one file, and when analyzing a folder. 

 
Figure 56: Data mining options. 

3.3.2.2 Activation Evaluation Calculus 

When opening the .csv file, according to Figure 57, five columns will 

describe the hit: 

 Comment: Contains the length of the hit; 

 Position: Contains the time of the hit; 

 Method: The function used in the data mining module used to 

generate the hit; 

 Path: The path to the file analyzed. 



 

 

 

 

 
Figure 57: Example of CSV file. 

Note that on the column Name, a pattern can be identified, Hit_(number) 

and Hit_(number)_end. This shows the beginning and the end of the hit, so the 

duration of the hit is the end, minus the beginning. The column Comment contains 

the distance in meters since the beginning of the hit, note that if the length is less 

than one meter, a “0” will be displayed. 

To evaluate Mobileye’s software performance on a trip, you must use 

both data mining projects at all .mf4 files of the trip and export the analysis in.CSV 

format. After calculating the total distance and time of each .CSV file, a simple 

percentage calculation is performed. As can be seen in Figure 58, sum up the 

total time and length of each file, I and H cells, respectively, and divide the time 

and length at which the system should be armed, but was not, by the total time 

and length. Thus we obtain the percentage of the time and distance that the 

system did not work as expected, cells K and J, respectively. 



 

 

 

 

 
Figure 58: Example of performance evaluation. 

After the same process was applied to all trips, an average performance 
for the Mobileye’s software was obtained, and a chart was assembled, as 
shown in Figure 59. The file with Mobileye’s software performance 
evaluation can be found in 
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APPENDIX C. 

 
Figure 59: Performance evaluation chart. 

 

3.3.3 Discussions 

This section contains detailed information about the performance of the 

EyeQClient relating ambient conditions, road characteristics, region in the 

country and effective system activation regarding total mileage. It is advisable the 

reading of PTR-07 [7], which details the ambient conditions and road 

characteristics definition, based on the classification executed during the road 

trips using the software TAG. 

To properly analyze the system performance the first step is to define 

which data is relevant to measure its effectiveness. Using the data available in 

the CAN bus and recorded in the database in previous road trips, the following 

topics were defined: 

a) Regarding the mileage: 

 Total Distance – Distance actually traveled; 

 Potential Distance – Distance where the requirements for 

system activation were met; 
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 Distance armed – Distance where the system was actually 

armed; 

 Distance not armed – Distance where the system was not 

armed. 

b) Regarding the ambient condition (weather and road): 

 Period of the day – amount of time that was traveled in each 

period of the day and sun position; 

o Sunshine; 

o Sunset; 

o Day; 

o Night. 

 Traffic condition – real condition of the road traffic; 

o High; 

o Low. 

 Road type; 

o Urban; 

o Highway. 

 Weather – weather condition faced; 

o Sunny; 

o Rainy; 

o Cloudy. 

 Road condition; 

o Dirty; 

o Clean; 

o Foggy. 

 Others – random situations. 

o No road markings; 

o Narrow road; 

o Curb marking (false lane marking identification). 

c) Regarding the road characteristic: 

 Curves; 

o Right turn; 

o Sharp right turn; 
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o Left turn; 

o Sharp left turn. 

 Straight road. 

Using the data collected and taking into account the topics defined 

earlier, the following tables were developed. They will be discussed next. 
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Table 1: Regarding mileage. 
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Table 2: Regarding period of the day and traffic condition. 

 

 

Trip Sunrise Sunset Day Night % Sunrise % Sunset % Day % Night Low High % Low % High

PG_Concordia_1 00:00:00,000 00:31:06,177 03:58:00,167 00:16:27,195 0,00% 11,27% 86,26% 5,96% 04:34:00,414 00:01:54,683 99,31% 0,69%

PG_Concordia_2 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 00:36:43,068 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 100,00% 00:36:43,068 00:00:00,000 100,00% 0,00%

Concordia_PG 00:00:00,000 00:18:59,917 04:23:17,495 00:07:53,115 0,00% 6,55% 90,75% 2,72% 04:50:08,285 00:00:00,000 100,00% 0,00%

PG_TB 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 01:47:37,445 00:00:00,000 0,00% 0,00% 100,00% 0,00% 00:32:14,716 01:15:22,729 29,96% 70,04%

TB_PG 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 02:05:46,460 00:00:00,000 0,00% 0,00% 100,00% 0,00% 02:05:46,460 00:00:00,000 100,00% 0,00%

PG_PresidentePrudente 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 05:54:45,679 00:00:00,000 0,00% 0,00% 100,00% 0,00% 04:26:26,957 01:28:18,722 75,11% 24,89%

PresidentePrudente_PG 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 06:26:07,553 00:00:00,000 0,00% 0,00% 100,00% 0,00% 04:24:21,983 02:01:44,806 68,47% 31,53%

PG_Curitiba 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 01:05:15,091 00:00:00,000 0,00% 0,00% 100,00% 0,00% 00:54:49,038 00:10:26,053 84,01% 15,99%

Curitiba_PG 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 01:16:15,286 00:00:00,000 0,00% 0,00% 100,00% 0,00% 00:52:08,087 00:24:06,528 68,37% 31,62%

PG_CampoGrande 00:00:00,000 00:34:00,393 07:26:45,623 02:45:42,307 0,00% 5,55% 72,94% 27,05% 09:19:36,388 00:51:41,161 91,36% 8,44%

CampoGrande_Cuiaba 00:00:00,000 00:54:47,968 07:33:34,534 00:49:46,011 0,00% 10,75% 89,00% 9,76% 08:29:39,130 00:00:00,000 100,00% 0,00%

Cuiaba_Goiania 00:00:00,000 00:28:15,074 08:55:24,147 01:18:50,028 0,00% 4,60% 87,17% 12,83% 10:13:57,775 00:00:02,082 99,96% 0,01%

Goiania_Uberlandia 00:00:00,000 00:48:25,321 05:48:26,425 15:51:50,127 0,00% 3,72% 26,80% 73,20% 19:01:58,856 02:16:18,252 87,82% 10,48%

Uberlandia_Campinas 00:00:00,000 00:23:54,015 05:57:04,477 15:30:03,582 0,00% 1,86% 27,74% 72,26% 19:36:18,452 01:41:17,125 91,39% 7,87%

Campinas_PG 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 05:05:20,297 00:00:00,000 0,00% 0,00% 100,00% 0,00% 04:22:39,406 00:42:40,891 86,02% 13,98%

PG_BeloHorizonte 00:00:00,000 00:41:15,884 08:12:33,378 02:29:13,463 0,00% 6,23% 74,39% 22,54% 08:54:46,440 02:07:05,630 80,76% 19,19%

BeloHorizonte_MontesClaros 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 04:28:45,133 00:00:00,000 0,00% 0,00% 100,00% 0,00% 03:58:16,479 00:30:28,654 88,66% 11,34%

MontesClaros_FeiraDeSantana 00:00:00,000 00:25:21,581 07:17:04,769 04:20:41,262 0,00% 3,63% 62,64% 37,36% 07:41:36,489 03:53:45,082 66,16% 33,50%

FeiraDeSantana_Recife 00:00:00,000 00:12:55,871 07:45:12,015 01:59:49,829 0,00% 2,21% 79,52% 20,48% 06:45:07,659 02:33:05,636 69,25% 26,17%

Recife_Aracaju 00:00:00,000 00:17:36,463 05:52:07,608 00:31:45,312 0,00% 4,59% 91,73% 8,27% 05:47:29,766 00:36:23,154 90,52% 9,48%

Aracaju_Itabuna 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 06:34:27,780 00:00:00,000 0,00% 0,00% 100,00% 0,00% 03:58:51,094 02:35:34,493 60,55% 39,44%

BeloHorizonte_Campinas 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 05:58:02,990 00:00:00,000 0,00% 0,00% 100,00% 0,00% 04:31:01,763 01:26:59,723 75,70% 24,30%

Campinas_PontaGrossa 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 05:30:38,910 00:00:00,000 0,00% 0,00% 100,00% 0,00% 03:34:36,301 01:56:02,609 64,90% 35,10%

PG_VoltaRedonda 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 06:29:21,063 03:21:19,404 0,00% 0,00% 65,92% 34,08% 06:01:27,118 03:49:11,930 61,19% 38,80%

VoltaRedonda_Vitoria 00:00:00,000 00:55:41,292 07:36:39,075 00:32:23,140 0,00% 11,39% 93,38% 6,62% 06:08:42,803 02:00:02,688 75,40% 24,55%

Vitoria_BeloHorizonte 00:00:00,000 00:11:22,657 06:48:37,005 00:00:06,708 0,00% 2,71% 97,28% 0,03% 05:48:56,399 01:11:06,617 83,07% 16,93%

BeloHorizonte_Uberlandia 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 05:58:31,440 00:00:00,000 0,00% 0,00% 100,00% 0,00% 05:40:56,722 00:17:34,562 95,10% 4,90%

Uberlandia_Piracicaba 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 04:42:01,280 00:00:00,000 0,00% 0,00% 99,97% 0,00% 04:42:04,727 00:00:00,000 99,99% 0,00%

TOTAL 0:00:00 6:43:43 150:57:43 50:32:35 0,00% 3,32% 74,43% 24,92% 167:54:43 33:51:14 82,79% 16,69%

PERIOD OF THE DAY TRAFFIC CONDITION
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Table 3: Regarding road type and weather. 

 

Urban Extra Urban Highway % Urban % Extra Urban% Highway Sunny Rainy Cloudy % Sunny % Rainy % Cloudy

00:05:53,787 01:48:43,241 02:41:18,069 2,14% 39,40% 58,46% 03:48:53,367 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 82,96% 0,00% 0,00%

00:07:32,850 00:29:10,218 00:00:00,000 20,56% 79,44% 0,00% 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 0,00% 0,00% 0,00%

00:14:14,670 00:08:57,662 04:26:55,953 4,91% 3,09% 92,00% 02:05:17,191 00:37:48,252 00:00:19,208 43,18% 13,03% 0,11%

00:05:08,287 00:00:12,527 01:42:16,631 4,77% 0,19% 95,03% 01:47:37,445 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 100,00% 0,00% 0,00%

00:10:04,969 00:00:00,000 01:55:41,491 8,02% 0,00% 91,98% 00:40:34,041 00:00:00,000 01:25:12,419 32,25% 0,00% 67,75%

00:10:53,376 00:07:34,647 05:36:17,656 3,07% 2,14% 94,79% 05:54:45,679 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 100,00% 0,00% 0,00%

00:11:57,149 00:00:00,000 06:14:10,404 3,10% 0,00% 96,90% 06:26:07,553 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 100,00% 0,00% 0,00%

00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 01:05:15,091 0,00% 0,00% 100,00% 01:05:15,091 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 100,00% 0,00% 0,00%

00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 01:16:15,286 0,00% 0,00% 100,00% 01:16:15,286 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 100,00% 0,00% 0,00%

00:40:00,658 00:06:00,621 08:51:55,841 6,53% 0,98% 86,85% 07:46:12,689 00:00:24,139 00:03:24,131 76,12% 0,07% 0,56%

00:00:00,000 00:12:42,294 08:16:56,836 0,00% 2,49% 97,51% 07:40:04,612 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 90,27% 0,00% 0,00%

00:20:36,222 00:45:41,048 08:58:20,229 3,35% 7,44% 87,64% 09:30:53,242 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 92,94% 0,00% 0,00%

00:40:38,596 00:08:16,147 20:51:25,066 3,13% 0,64% 96,24% 05:39:15,997 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 26,09% 0,00% 0,00%

00:08:29,812 00:00:00,000 21:16:04,281 0,66% 0,00% 99,14% 04:31:13,271 00:00:00,000 01:50:52,764 21,07% 0,00% 8,61%

02:58:54,858 00:00:00,000 02:06:25,439 58,60% 0,00% 41,40% 00:00:00,000 00:34:57,980 04:30:10,587 0,00% 11,45% 88,48%

00:16:06,309 00:00:00,000 10:45:51,972 2,43% 0,00% 97,54% 04:47:31,366 00:00:00,000 01:34:23,439 43,42% 0,00% 14,26%

01:14:02,892 00:00:00,000 03:14:37,024 27,55% 0,00% 72,42% 04:28:45,133 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 100,00% 0,00% 0,00%

00:53:11,951 00:00:00,000 10:44:34,080 7,62% 0,00% 92,38% 07:45:54,644 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 66,77% 0,00% 0,00%

01:09:39,794 00:00:00,000 08:35:19,176 11,91% 0,00% 88,08% 07:56:53,380 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 81,52% 0,00% 0,00%

00:36:31,174 00:00:00,000 05:42:32,067 9,51% 0,00% 89,23% 03:28:18,545 00:24:47,958 02:17:11,827 54,26% 6,46% 35,74%

00:17:42,198 00:00:00,000 06:16:45,582 4,49% 0,00% 95,51% 06:18:38,543 00:11:00,680 00:04:48,128 95,99% 2,79% 1,22%

00:29:55,159 00:00:00,000 05:23:02,583 8,36% 0,00% 90,22% 05:57:56,312 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 99,97% 0,00% 0,00%

03:42:38,000 00:00:00,000 05:27:04,392 67,33% 0,00% 98,92% 05:30:38,910 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 100,00% 0,00% 0,00%

00:03:35,843 00:00:00,000 09:47:04,624 0,61% 0,00% 99,39% 01:10:12,411 02:24:57,801 05:16:23,588 11,89% 24,54% 53,56%

00:54:52,952 00:00:00,000 07:14:09,263 11,22% 0,00% 88,78% 00:00:00,000 01:44:39,561 06:23:52,046 0,00% 21,40% 78,49%

00:43:05,003 00:00:00,000 06:16:56,843 10,26% 0,00% 89,74% 00:05:52,167 02:29:16,873 04:24:53,976 1,40% 35,54% 63,06%

00:19:07,476 00:00:00,000 05:39:23,964 5,33% 0,00% 94,67% 05:14:09,903 00:00:00,000 00:44:21,537 87,63% 0,00% 12,37%

00:00:00,874 00:00:00,000 04:42:02,652 0,01% 0,00% 99,98% 03:52:54,051 00:00:00,000 00:49:06,480 82,56% 0,00% 17,41%

16:34:55 3:47:18 185:08:42 8,18% 1,87% 91,29% 114:50:11 8:27:53 29:25:00 56,62% 4,17% 14,50%

ROAD TYPE WEATHER
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Table 4: Regarding road conditions and random situations.

No road Marking Narrow Road Curb %No Road Markings% Narrow Road % Curb Clean Dirty Foggy % Clean % Dirty % Foggy

00:20:39,382 00:00:00,000 00:02:08,347 7,49% 0,00% 0,78% 04:35:55,097 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 100,00% 0,00% 0,00%

00:00:02,881 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 0,13% 0,00% 0,00% 00:36:43,068 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 100,00% 0,00% 0,00%

00:24:01,289 00:00:00,000 00:00:32,591 8,28% 0,00% 0,19% 04:50:08,285 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 100,00% 0,00% 0,00%

00:06:21,669 00:00:00,000 00:00:26,396 5,91% 0,00% 0,41% 01:47:32,874 00:00:00,062 00:00:00,000 99,93% 0,00% 0,00%

00:08:00,932 00:00:00,000 00:00:26,160 6,37% 0,00% 0,35% 02:05:46,460 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 100,00% 0,00% 0,00%

00:50:41,519 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 14,29% 0,00% 0,00% 05:54:45,679 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 100,00% 0,00% 0,00%

00:09:58,979 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 2,59% 0,00% 0,00% 06:26:07,553 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 100,00% 0,00% 0,00%

00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 01:04:59,678 00:00:15,413 00:00:00,000 99,61% 0,39% 0,00%

00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 01:16:15,286 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 100,00% 0,00% 0,00%

00:12:18,399 00:00:20,400 00:00:10,914 2,01% 0,06% 0,03% 10:09:34,270 00:00:00,000 00:03:03,123 99,52% 0,00% 0,50%

00:53:07,051 00:00:00,000 00:00:07,391 10,42% 0,00% 0,02% 08:29:39,130 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 100,00% 0,00% 0,00%

02:03:45,507 00:00:00,000 00:00:25,866 20,15% 0,00% 0,07% 09:45:30,367 00:28:43,808 00:00:00,000 95,32% 4,68% 0,00%

00:02:11,539 00:00:00,000 00:01:32,489 0,17% 0,00% 0,12% 21:40:19,809 00:00:00,000 00:02:19,791 100,00% 0,00% 0,18%

00:02:27,752 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 0,19% 0,00% 0,00% 21:25:22,045 00:01:46,014 00:00:05,501 99,86% 0,14% 0,01%

00:00:18,500 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 0,10% 0,00% 0,00% 05:05:20,297 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 100,00% 0,00% 0,00%

00:00:33,613 00:06:03,993 00:00:00,000 0,08% 0,92% 0,00% 11:01:45,284 00:00:00,000 00:06:03,490 99,94% 0,00% 0,91%

00:04:00,093 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 1,49% 0,00% 0,00% 04:28:45,133 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 100,00% 0,00% 0,00%

01:05:21,318 00:00:44,223 00:00:00,000 9,37% 0,11% 0,00% 10:33:39,072 01:04:06,959 00:00:00,000 90,81% 9,19% 0,00%

01:24:56,090 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 14,52% 0,00% 0,00% 09:45:01,844 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 100,00% 0,00% 0,00%

01:32:00,391 00:00:00,000 00:00:11,048 23,97% 0,00% 0,05% 06:17:04,005 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 98,22% 0,00% 0,00%

00:04:16,806 00:00:52,603 00:00:01,500 1,09% 0,22% 0,01% 06:34:27,780 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 100,00% 0,00% 0,00%

00:02:09,037 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 0,60% 0,00% 0,00% 05:58:02,990 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 100,00% 0,00% 0,00%

00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 05:30:38,910 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 100,00% 0,00% 0,00%

00:04:03,922 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 0,69% 0,00% 0,00% 09:50:35,756 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 99,99% 0,00% 0,00%

01:33:00,375 00:00:00,000 00:09:33,925 19,02% 0,00% 1,96% 07:42:10,170 00:26:52,045 00:00:00,000 94,51% 5,49% 0,00%

00:10:34,132 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 2,52% 0,00% 0,00% 07:00:03,016 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 100,00% 0,00% 0,00%

00:03:43,050 00:00:00,000 00:04:08,008 1,04% 0,00% 1,15% 05:58:31,440 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 100,00% 0,00% 0,00%

00:00:25,850 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 0,15% 0,00% 0,00% 04:42:02,653 00:00:00,000 00:00:00,000 99,98% 0,00% 0,00%

11:19:00 0:08:01 0:19:45 5,58% 0,07% 0,16% 200:36:48 2:01:44 0:11:32 98,91% 1,00% 0,09%

OTHERS ROAD CONDITIONS
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Table 5: Regarding road turns. 

 

Straight Road Right Turn Left Turn Sharp Right Turn Sharp Left Turn % Straight Road % Right Turn % Left Turn % Sharp Right Turn % Sharp left Turn Total Time

03:15:35,184 00:31:03,093 00:33:20,146 00:10:49,036 00:05:07,638 70,89% 11,25% 12,08% 3,92% 1,86% 04:35:55,097

00:23:52,016 00:07:07,783 00:04:51,216 00:00:13,688 00:00:38,365 65,00% 19,42% 13,22% 0,62% 1,74% 00:36:43,068

03:11:01,245 00:43:17,950 00:41:59,398 00:05:40,219 00:08:09,473 65,84% 14,92% 14,47% 1,95% 2,81% 04:50:08,285

01:12:53,177 00:15:30,225 00:14:41,008 00:02:02,916 00:02:30,119 67,72% 14,41% 13,64% 1,90% 2,32% 01:47:37,445

01:31:24,334 00:15:47,016 00:14:17,395 00:02:29,793 00:01:47,922 72,67% 12,55% 11,36% 1,98% 1,43% 02:05:46,460

04:20:48,977 00:42:45,406 00:44:05,870 00:03:50,333 00:03:15,093 73,52% 12,05% 12,43% 1,08% 0,92% 05:54:45,679

04:35:55,867 00:49:45,376 00:48:30,801 00:05:29,536 00:06:25,973 71,46% 12,89% 12,56% 1,42% 1,67% 06:26:07,553

00:47:53,761 00:08:03,610 00:07:45,960 00:00:35,989 00:00:55,771 73,40% 12,35% 11,90% 0,92% 1,42% 01:05:15,091

00:55:19,884 00:11:19,475 00:09:23,338 00:00:02,184 00:00:10,405 72,56% 14,85% 12,31% 0,05% 0,23% 01:16:15,286

08:34:48,523 00:41:45,522 00:48:55,714 00:04:12,087 00:02:48,237 84,05% 6,82% 7,99% 0,69% 0,46% 10:12:30,083

07:27:53,233 00:29:49,641 00:31:31,520 00:00:01,501 00:00:23,235 87,88% 5,85% 6,19% 0,00% 0,08% 08:29:39,130

08:55:34,100 00:39:31,415 00:35:16,632 00:02:02,595 00:01:49,433 87,19% 6,43% 5,74% 0,33% 0,30% 10:14:14,175

20:21:52,746 00:36:22,535 00:39:28,312 00:01:04,779 00:01:31,437 93,97% 2,80% 3,04% 0,08% 0,12% 21:40:19,809

20:55:18,902 00:15:15,342 00:15:28,416 00:00:54,440 00:00:10,959 97,53% 1,19% 1,20% 0,07% 0,01% 21:27:08,059

03:34:59,688 00:42:53,389 00:44:24,945 00:01:59,014 00:01:03,261 70,41% 14,05% 14,55% 0,65% 0,35% 05:05:20,297

07:40:47,999 01:36:10,999 01:37:21,581 00:03:48,859 00:03:59,919 69,59% 14,53% 14,70% 0,58% 0,60% 11:02:09,357

03:40:08,143 00:24:57,796 00:22:53,072 00:00:19,276 00:00:26,846 81,91% 9,29% 8,52% 0,12% 0,17% 04:28:45,133

10:04:05,289 00:43:32,468 00:47:26,215 00:01:25,487 00:01:16,572 86,57% 6,24% 6,80% 0,20% 0,18% 11:37:46,031

08:20:40,129 00:40:55,201 00:40:51,655 00:00:51,635 00:01:43,224 85,58% 6,99% 6,98% 0,15% 0,29% 09:45:01,844

04:38:41,708 00:49:41,374 00:51:59,209 00:02:13,471 00:01:17,158 72,60% 12,94% 13,54% 0,58% 0,33% 06:23:52,920

04:56:54,577 00:43:56,562 00:51:24,126 00:01:35,006 00:00:37,509 75,27% 11,14% 13,03% 0,40% 0,16% 06:34:27,780

03:42:09,988 01:03:16,210 01:09:05,584 00:02:25,228 00:01:05,980 62,05% 17,67% 19,30% 0,68% 0,31% 05:58:02,990

04:07:56,041 00:39:29,326 00:40:17,051 00:02:03,980 00:00:52,512 74,98% 11,94% 12,18% 0,62% 0,26% 05:30:38,910

07:06:55,450 01:14:38,632 01:22:20,412 00:02:34,236 00:04:11,737 72,28% 12,64% 13,94% 0,44% 0,71% 09:50:40,467

06:27:37,233 00:50:16,976 00:48:07,512 00:01:41,839 00:01:18,655 79,26% 10,28% 9,84% 0,35% 0,27% 08:09:02,215

04:01:26,427 01:18:49,964 01:29:42,748 00:04:18,224 00:05:45,653 57,48% 18,77% 21,36% 1,02% 1,37% 07:00:03,016

04:42:30,220 00:36:00,730 00:37:08,577 00:00:57,082 00:01:54,831 78,80% 10,04% 10,36% 0,27% 0,53% 05:58:31,440

04:02:28,705 00:19:55,459 00:19:24,198 00:00:08,877 00:00:09,095 85,95% 7,06% 6,88% 0,05% 0,05% 04:42:06,334

163:37:34 18:11:59 18:52:03 1:05:51 1:01:27 80,68% 8,97% 9,30% 0,54% 0,50% 202:48:54

Turns
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The first important information to be considered is the percentage of 

marked fails were analyzed. Since the fail classification takes much time and 

there is a large number of fails occurrences, the classification process will be 

done in two phases. 

The first phase that provided the information for this analysis deals with 

2531 occurrences from a total 7128. These occurrences analyzed represent 

35.51% of the total. This may appear a low number to be considered, but since it 

is a very repetitive scenario, the fail occurrences do not very much. It is 

reasonable to affirm that with 35.51% it is possible to have a good impression of 

the system behavior. The following chart, depicted in Figure 60, illustrates the 

exact percentage of classified and non-classified fail occurrences. 

 
Figure 60: Percentage of classified and non-classified errors occurrences. 

The mileage table displays information regarding the total traveled 

distance, the distance that the requirements for the system to be armed were 

met, the distance that the system was actually active and the percentage of time 

within the time that the system could be active. 

All this information can help to deduce which specific road has the best 

conditions and in which situation the Mobileye system has the best performance. 

The road and ambient condition tables give information that can help 

explain the reasons why the system had a better performance in a specific route. 
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Also can give relevant information about the percentage of which condition, 

weather, traffic or period of the day it is available in the database. 

3.3.3.1 Analyzing the infrastructure of the roads 

The first number that is important to analyze is the average distance that 

the system could work and the distance that it was working, available in Table 1. 

This analysis can help to assert the condition of the roads. The longer the 

distance that the system could work indicates that the traffic was not a hindrance 

and the higher the percentage of distance that the system was armed, indicates 

that the road condition was kind enough to enable the system. 

Analyzing this average number we see that the amount of time that the 

system could work is a little low, 87.99%, considering that almost all road tests 

happened on the highway. If we consider the distance that the system worked we 

can see that it was a little low too, with 81% of the time that it could work it was 

armed. 

Also, using the data available in Table 1, it is possible to assert that tolled 

roads have better indicators than the public ones. 

Sorting the routes by “Percentage of Distance Armed,” as depicted in 

Frame 6, we have a classification of which roads had more time with the system 

armed when all requirements were met. In this way, we have a ranking of which 

road have the best infrastructure considering the ambient that the system needs 

to function properly. Researching which roads were tolled, when the roads tests 

happened, (July/2016) we can see that from the top 10 roads, the first nine were 

tolled, and from the bottom 10, eight were public. 
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Frame 6: Rank by "% Distance Armed." 

One conclusion that cannot be asserted is that one region has better 

condition than the others because classifying the routes by states and region we 

see that among the best and worst roads, they are in both ranks, as described in 

Frame 7. 

 
Frame 7: Rank with state/region information. 

Trip % Distance Armed

PG_VoltaRedonda 92%

PG_Curitiba_PG 92%

Uberlandia_Piracicaba 89%

Goiania_Uberlandia 89%

BeloHorizonte_MontesClaros 87%

Uberlandia_Campinas 87%

Aracaju_Itabuna 86%

CampoGrande_Cuiaba 86%

BeloHorizonte_Uberlandia 86%

Campinas_PG 86%

PG_CampoGrande 86%

Campinas_PontaGrossa 84%

MontesClaros_FeiraDeSantana 82%

PG_BeloHorizonte 81%

PresidentePrudente_PG 80%

BeloHorizonte_Campinas 79%

PG_Ourinhos_PG 76%

PG_PresidentePrudente 75%

FeiraDeSantana_Recife 75%

Concordia_PG 74%

PG_Concordia 74%

Cuiaba_Goiania 73%

PG_TB_PG 72%

Recife_Aracaju 72%

VoltaRedonda_Vitoria 70%

Vitoria_BeloHorizonte 67%

Trip % Distance Armed State Region

PG_VoltaRedonda 92% PR/RJ S/SE

PG_Curitiba_PG 92% PR S/SE

Uberlandia_Piracicaba 89% MG/SP SE

Goiania_Uberlandia 89% GO/MG CO/SE

BeloHorizonte_MontesClaros 87% MG SE

Uberlandia_Campinas 87% MG/SP SE

Aracaju_Itabuna 86% BA NE

CampoGrande_Cuiaba 86% MS/MT CO

BeloHorizonte_Uberlandia 86% MG SE

Campinas_PG 86% SP/PR SE/S

PG_CampoGrande 86% PR/MS S/CO

Campinas_PontaGrossa 84% SP/PR SE/S

MontesClaros_FeiraDeSantana 82% MG/BA SE/NE

PG_BeloHorizonte 81% PR/MG S/SE

PresidentePrudente_PG 80% SP/PR SE/S

BeloHorizonte_Campinas 79% MG/SP SE

PG_Ourinhos_PG 76% PR/SP S/SE

PG_PresidentePrudente 75% PR/SP S/SE

FeiraDeSantana_Recife 75% BA/PE NE

Concordia_PG 74% SC/PR S

PG_Concordia 74% PR/SC S

Cuiaba_Goiania 73% MT/GO CO

PG_TB_PG 72% PR S

Recife_Aracaju 72% PE/SE NE

VoltaRedonda_Vitoria 70% RJ/ES SE

Vitoria_BeloHorizonte 67% ES/MG SE
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Analyzing all tables regarding the road, traffic and weather conditions it 

is possible to overview percentages of each period of the day, weather condition 

and all other classifications defined in the road tests for all collected data.  

As an example, separating the information regarding the period of the 

day, one can see that 74.43% of all road trips were collected during the day, as 

demonstrated in Figure 61. 

 
Figure 61: Period of the day percentage. 

Another investigation that these tables allow is about the weather 

condition. It is possible to separate the weather data and quantify the period of 

time that, during the road tests, the weather was rainy, sunny or cloudy, as shown 

in Figure 62. 

 

 
Figure 62: Weather percentage. 
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Separating a top 3 for the best and worst roads, we can separate 

important information.  In another example, we can see that in the top 3 worst 

roads the weather faced was considerably worse than in the top 3 best roads. 

Taking from Table 1, we see that “Vitória_Belo Horizonte,” 

VoltaRedonda_Vitória” and “Recife_Aracaju” were the top 3 worst roads. In 

Figure 63 we see the weather conditions for these routes. 

 
Figure 63: Weather condition for three routes. 

In the same table, we see that “PG_VoltaRedonda,” “PG_Curitiba” and 

“Uberlândia_Piracicaba” were the top 3 best roads. In Figure 64 we see the 

weather conditions faced. 

 
Figure 64: Weather conditions for other three routes. 
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This data shows clearly that the weather faced was much worst in the top 

3 worst roads. This can help to explain, with corroboration of other data, why 

these three routes were the worst, among the ones considered. 

Information that endorses this rank is the one related to the turns in each 

route. Using the same three best and worst routes we can see that the top 3 worst 

had significantly more turns and sharp turns than the best 3. In Figure 65 we see 

the top 3 worst routes chart: 

 
Figure 65: Turns percentage of three routes. 

Now, comparing with the top 3 best, we see that the difference is not as 

discrepant as the weather condition comparison, but is big enough to be 

considered as an essential factor in this ranking. 

Information that needs to be remarked is regarding the road marking. In 

the random situations table, we have the road marking information and also the 

narrow road and the indication of the curb as a road marking. Figure 66 presents 

these percentages for the top 3 worst routes. 
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Figure 66: Other situations percentage for three routes. 

Comparing with the top 3 bests routes, we can see that there were 

significantly fewer indications of areas without road markings and no situation 

where the curb was marked as a road marking, as presented in Figure 67. 

 
Figure 67: Other situations percentage for other three routes. 

These conclusions are just an example of what can be deducted from the 

data gathered in the road trips. As stated before, this information is accessible in 

FLC Project files for further analysis and studies. 

3.3.3.2 Analyzing the fail characteristics 

Another critical analysis that is possible to perform is the one regarding 

the fail characteristic. Reviewing the videos that contain the fail occurrences it 
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was possible to classify them into different types. This classification is better 

explained in section 3.3.1. 

In this section, it will be considered the percentage of each type of fail. 

Table 6 gives detailed information about these percentages. 

Classified Fails 

Number Fail Occurrences  % 

1 Worn Marking 383 14,76% 

2 Curb and guardrail 46 1,77% 

3 Incorrect marking  0 0,00% 

3.1 Incorrect marking - Single/Double 732 28,21% 

3.2 Incorrect marking -Solid/Broken 66 2,54% 

3.3 Incorrect marking - No marking 142 5,47% 

3.4 Incorrect marking - Botts' dots 37 1,43% 

4 Color Error 15 0,58% 

5 Shadow 90 3,47% 

6 Reflection 22 0,85% 

7 Color contrast on the road 277 10,67% 

8 Glare of the sun 28 1,08% 

9 No road marking 312 12,02% 

10 Others 37 1,43% 

FP False Positive 408 15,72% 

Total   2595  
Table 6: Fails occurrence. 

With the information provided in Table 6, it can be deduced that the main 

problem with the system is regarding the incorrect marking with 37.65% of the 

total. Mainly the incorrect marking is about the single or double lines. This does 

not necessarily configure a problem with the system actuation since it does not 

matter if the line is single or double for the system understand that there is an 

unwanted change of lanes.  However, it is an incorrect marking and will be 

addressed in our development. 

The second most common occurrence is the “False Positive” one. This 

situation occurs when the operator flags a situation as a fail occurrence by 

mistake and the reviewer, after a thorough analysis, concludes that there is no 

fail in this segment. Although this is not a system fail, it is essential information 

for the qualitative analysis of the live classification process in the road tests. 
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4 CONCLUSION 

In this report, it was presented the information achieved from the COTS 

system (Mobileye EyeQ) in the FLC Project, regarding the EyeQClient software, 

the TSR module, and the lane detection/classification module. With the data 

presented here, along with the data files recorded, it is possible to execute 

various types of analysis with the objective to define better strategies for the 

COTS system improvement, based on the states/regions of Brazil. 
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APPENDIX A 

function FindError (var DisplaySts, var VehicleSpeedVSOSig,var 

ABSactive,var PartialOdometer,var TotalOdometer) 

{ 

  char hitname[20]; 

  char meters[20]; 

  char odometer[20]; 

  int laneSenseOff = 0; 

  int sensorBlinded = 160; 

  int laneSenseTempUnavailable = 161; 

  int laneSenseFault = 240; 

  int laneSenseOnNotA = 1; 

  int OnNotA_NHTSA_OnLeft = 4; 

  int OnNotA_NHTSA_OnRight = 5; 

  int OnNotA_NoHands = 97; 

  int OnNotA_NHTSA_OnLeftNoHands = 100; 

  int OnNotA_NHTSA_OnRightNoHands = 101; 

 

  // Verifica磯 das condi絥s de funcionamento do sistema 

  if ((DisplaySts != laneSenseOff) && (DisplaySts != sensorBlinded) && 

(DisplaySts != laneSenseTempUnavailable) && (DisplaySts != 

laneSenseFault) && (VehicleSpeedVSOSig > 60) &&  

     (ABSactive == 0) && (DisplaySts != laneSenseOnNotA) && 

(DisplaySts != OnNotA_NHTSA_OnLeft) && (DisplaySts != 

OnNotA_NHTSA_OnRight) && (DisplaySts != OnNotA_NoHands) &&  

     (DisplaySts != OnNotA_NHTSA_OnLeftNoHands) && (DisplaySts != 

OnNotA_NHTSA_OnRightNoHands))   

  { 

  gHitFlag = 1; 

  // Cria o hit na borda de subida 

    if (gHitFlag == 1 && gHitFlag_pre!= gHitFlag) 

    { 

      gHitIndex++; 

      SPrint(hitname,"Hit_%d", gHitIndex); 

      // Ler o tempo e a kilometragem do ino da condi磯 

      gHitTime = time(DisplaySts); 

      gKm = PartialOdometer; 

      //SPrint(meters,"%d",gKm*1000); 

      DataMiningCreateHit(gHitTime, "","", hitname); 

      gHitFlag_pre = gHitFlag; 

      return 1; 

    } 

  } 

  else 

  { 

    gHitFlag = 0; 

    // Fecha o hit na borda de descida 

      if (gHitFlag_pre != gHitFlag) 

      { 

        SPrint(hitname,"Hit_%d", gHitIndex); 

        StrCat (hitname,"_end"); 

        SPrint(meters,"%d",(PartialOdometer-gKm)*1000); 

        DataMiningCreateHit(time(DisplaySts), "", meters, hitname); 

        //Calcular o intervalo de tempo e kilometragem do ino do hit 

ao fim 

        gTimeInterval[gHitIndex] = time(DisplaySts) - gHitTime; 
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        gKmInterval[gHitIndex] = PartialOdometer - gKm; 

        gHitFlag_pre = gHitFlag; 

        return 1; 

      } 

  } 

//  gHitFlag_pre = gHitFlag; 

//  return 0; 

} 
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APPENDIX B 

function FindError (var DisplaySts, var VehicleSpeedVSOSig,var 

ABSactive,var PartialOdometer,var TotalOdometer) 

{ 

  char hitname[20]; 

  char meters[20]; 

  char odometer[20]; 

  int laneSenseOff = 0; 

  int sensorBlinded = 160; 

  int laneSenseTempUnavailable = 161; 

  int laneSenseFault = 240; 

  int ONArmed = 6; 

  int ONLeftSingleLineLeft = 7; 

  int ONLeftSide = 8; 

  int ONRightSingleLineRight = 9; 

  int ONRightSide = 10; 

  int ONLeft_NHTSA_OnLeft = 11; 

  int ONRight_NHTSA_OnRight = 12; 

  int ONArmedNoHands = 102; 

 

  // Verifica磯 das condi絥s de funcionamento do sistema 

  if ((DisplaySts != laneSenseOff) && (DisplaySts != sensorBlinded) && 

(DisplaySts != laneSenseTempUnavailable) && (DisplaySts != 

laneSenseFault) && (VehicleSpeedVSOSig > 60) &&  

     (ABSactive == 0) && (DisplaySts != ONArmed) && (DisplaySts != 

ONLeftSingleLineLeft) && (DisplaySts != ONLeftSide) && (DisplaySts != 

ONRightSingleLineRight) &&  

     (DisplaySts != ONRightSide) && (DisplaySts != 

ONLeft_NHTSA_OnLeft) && (DisplaySts != ONRight_NHTSA_OnRight) && 

(DisplaySts != ONArmedNoHands))   

  { 

  gHitFlag = 1; 

  // Cria o hit na borda de subida 

    if (gHitFlag == 1 && gHitFlag_pre!= gHitFlag) 

    { 

      gHitIndex++; 

      SPrint(hitname,"Hit_%d", gHitIndex); 

      // Ler o tempo e a kilometragem do ino da condi磯 

      gHitTime = time(DisplaySts); 

      gKm = PartialOdometer; 

      //SPrint(meters,"%d",gKm*1000); 

      DataMiningCreateHit(gHitTime, "","", hitname); 

      gHitFlag_pre = gHitFlag; 

      return 1; 

    } 

  } 

  else 

  { 

    gHitFlag = 0; 

    // Fecha o hit na borda de descida 

      if (gHitFlag_pre != gHitFlag) 

      { 

        SPrint(hitname,"Hit_%d", gHitIndex); 

        StrCat (hitname,"_end"); 

        SPrint(meters,"%d",(PartialOdometer-gKm)*1000); 

        DataMiningCreateHit(time(DisplaySts), "", meters, hitname); 
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        //Calcular o intervalo de tempo e kilometragem do ino do hit 

ao fim 

        gTimeInterval[gHitIndex] = time(DisplaySts) - gHitTime; 

        gKmInterval[gHitIndex] = PartialOdometer - gKm; 

        gHitFlag_pre = gHitFlag; 

        return 1; 

      } 

  } 

//  gHitFlag_pre = gHitFlag; 

//  return 0; 

} 
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